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 “What is the use of a house if you haven’t got a tolerable planet to put it on?” 

— the New England Transcendentalist 

Henry David Thoreau, Familiar Letters 

 

Act One: Merry Olde England 

 

Britain changed my life—forever. 

It was August 1981 when I arrived in Skipton—still decked in bunting from the Royal Wedding. 

Fresh from a farm in Iowa, the world I found in North Yorkshire hardly could have been more 

different from the Midwest. Rotary International had awarded me a scholarship to enroll at 

Ermysted’s, then one of the last five state grammar schools in England—having almost become 

a comprehensive, just before newly-elected Margaret Thatcher nixed Labour’s grand plans. 

Before this, I was set to become a Methodist pastor—and engaged to marry Beth: We were going 

to have children and farm in Iowa. Oddly, although I had been a Young Republican and even had 

campaigned for dark-horse Ronald Reagan, something about England nixed my grand plans, too. 

Britain challenged me—mostly in deeply positive ways. While my time in Scotland, Wales and 

Northern Ireland enriched me, England in particular introduced me to a new world. My blinkers 

could not stay in place very long: I soon joined the CND,1 Amnesty International and the Quakers. 
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‘Twas a heady time to be under 20, with cash in my pocket and burning questions in my head. 

Despite coming from staid Yankee teetotalers who shied from dancing and playing cards, it was 

not long before I was down at the Black Horse on weekend evenings, burning up the dancefloor 

and bobbing my head to Soft Cell, Boy George, George Michael, Elton John and their imitators.  

More than just learning to let loose, living in Britain in the early ‘80s led me to tighten my 

knowledge of the world. I not only contemplated classics on theorical levels as drilled into me as 

a history/English-A-level day boy at Ermysted’s, but on practical, empirical levels: With England 

as a springboard, I visited Ireland, Belgium, Italy, Germany and even the enigmatic Soviet Union. 

 

One of Ermysted’s largest benefactors, lawyer Sylvester Petyt, is shown here circa 1710; the Main School, in 2006.2 

In 1981, Britain had been in the European Community for eight years. Only two years after having 

joined the then-EC, in 1975 it had held a membership referendum, which had endorsed further 

membership by a two-thirds majority. Even as a rather clueless clod from the prairie, I could still 

smell the ubiquitous ambivalence towards “the Continent.” I also could see a resurgent racism. 

These were the days of the National Front, of football hooligans terrorizing even my very-white 

mother and aunt—in a train from Edinburgh to Leeds—when they visited me the following spring. 

I also heard many of my classmates wistfully chafe to quit school, join the British Army and dash 

off “to Stanley Island, then on to Buenos Aires, to knock off some dirty Argentinians.” 

It was then that I learned of a loathing among many Brits for the “French frogs,” “Paki wogs” and 

“Irish dogs.” The widow with whom I boarded often lamented that “We won the war but lost the 

fight” against Germany: Being half-German, I found blanket disdain for Central Europeans odd. 
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Such latent xenophobia seemed to contradict what I otherwise experienced as a diverse, open 

society. After all, aren’t “Brits” the product of Picts, Romans, Anglo-Saxons, Vikings, Normans… 

19th-century Italians, Greeks, Slavic Jews and other “Continentals?” England has long attracted 

refugees, ambitious entrepreneurs, artists, writers, grad students, scientists—the whole lot. 

Whatever this amalgam is now, it historically has been culturally rich, producing great minds as 

well as, especially after 1950, great music. It was this multicultural civilization—stretched by a 

global empire—which led to cutting-edge thinking in physics, inventions, literature and more. For 

centuries, England shone and seemed as if it truly were the center of the Western world. 

At least that is the Britain, moreover the England I took with me when I returned to Iowa in ‘82.  

* 

 

“We are responsible for the world in which we find ourselves, 

if only because we are the only sentient force that can change it.” 

— James Baldwin, 

A Dialogue: James Baldwin and Nikki Giovanni 

 

Act Two: Is Present “Past” as Future? 

 

It is October 2019.  

Unable to land at clogged Heathrow, the plane from Leipzig circles endlessly over Southeast 

England. I stare down over sprawling London and meditate on a country where I once lived and 

studied, but now hardly recognize. The cabin is quiet but freezing: I shiver as I ponder what I, as 

a bona fide Brexit tourist, will encounter over the next surrealistic “daze” leading to 31 October. 

Finally on land, I see “HSBC”3 plastered on every surface imaginable: the airport’s myriad jet 

bridges, glass doors and luggage-trolley handles, signs straddling baggage carousels. I wonder 

how much Europe’s biggest bank pays for this infinite advertising—omni-visible yet subliminal. 

Who has bought Britain I ask myself, followed by and who felt they had the right to sell it? 

As I seek the way to my digs, I ask four computer geeks, returning from gaming in Düsseldorf, 

how to reach West Brompton best. They cannot tell me, so consult Google. I ask them if they 

enjoyed their time in Germany. “It’s always grand” Leader Apparent says, “to return to Britain 

from Europe. Here, we’re sovereign and free.” I scratch me head as I mutely moan Bloody hell! 
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A Jewish dealer of Indian and Islamic art, my host Simon worries on both practical—”How will I 

sell this house to pay for 89-year-old Mum’s care, when no one’s buying, so prices are in free-

fall?”—and philosophical levels: “How soon before disgruntled Brits blame Jews for the coming, 

disastrous post-No-Deal-Brexit financial woes? People will seek scapegoats; they always have.” 

 

Early on Thursday morning, 31 October 2019—as single-focused commuters shot past—I snapped these pictures of 

these diehard Brexiteers camped out across from the Houses of Parliament’s main entrance. I felt saddened by the 

over-the-top man, whose family I presumed originated in a former British colony: What would Brexit gain him? 

I ask Simon from where Brexit mania comes, who drives it and why. “It’s part of this tiny island’s 

decline, having lost an empire. It’s all going to pieces” he says, “and Brexiteers are putting their 

panicky fingers in the wrong holes of all the wrong dikes. Meanwhile, general rot has set in. A 

Spanish engineer toured here newly and told me ‘I’ve seen your best—but it’s not very good.’” 

“Our infrastructure’s crumbling” he grumbles, “public works are chaotic and underfunded, with 

National Health possibly on the auction block for you lot to privatise. A blanket mediocrity has 

taken over” Simon maintains, “with crippling consequences for us all. Brexit is only accelerating 

and assuring our tragic end, which will result in us being irrelevant to the rest of the world.” 

Over tepid tea (pricey wine not being offered), Simon stews about England’s demise. “I would 

leave” he confides, “but where would I go? Others, who can, are fleeing to wherever they can. It 
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is diminishing London: What will remain here in a few years—not to mention in the North?” Bent-

over Barbara nods blankly. As I depart the mother’s and son’s joint depression is palpable. 

As I set off to my next host, I talk with Brits I encounter along the way. All say they are stressed 

by “the unending misery of it all” but no one seems to be doing anything about Brexit being 

stalled, let alone the illegitimate child of a 1% “majority.” There are still supporters, but all I ask 

report feeling sad, confused and helpless—”like waiting for a ‘punishment beating’ at school.”4 

Riding the Tube, I sit amidst three recent music-college graduates, each scrambling for “real,” 

sustaining work in a deflating economy. They tsk-tsk about the “current situation” yet when I ask 

what they are going to do to counter it, they peer at each other dumbly, then shrug their 

shoulders in unison. “Is there a future for this country?” I ask. “We hope so” one weakly replies. 

A middle-aged French father, standing nearby, slowly shakes his head and rolls his eyes, hearing 

this. As the deafening Tube rocks and thunders its way under a frenetic city, he and I lock gazes. 

As we stand to disembark, he bids “What are they doing, the Brits?” I reply “Hell if they know!” 

He forces a smile, then adds “We had loved coming to London, but it’s a different place now.” 

At Charing Cross I change to a train to Cowford. A portly, loafer-wearing ancient-Greek scholar 

across the aisle swears he lives “here for the cultural resources, as I’m in cavernous archives 

almost daily—but what is coming?” He holds up a seminal English-language study of tragedian 

Sophocles: “I can’t get this in Athens, yet now my English neighbors look at me walleyed. Why?” 

In our twenty minutes together, we two academics talk of how a once-vast empire afforded 

endless annals, plus all of the pomp and circumstance, the grand buildings and ambitious canal, 

later rail projects central to the burgeoning Victorian era. As our train shakes and clangs its way 

past industrial-era dinosaurs, he and I sigh: We can smell the gravity of this historical moment. 

“Ya know” I note, “the first time I came here, in 1980, the fabled ‘English garden’ wasn’t jus’ in 

parks. We young Iowa Methodists marveled over the immaculate gardens laid out behind prim 

terrace houses. But look” I point out the smudged window, “ya hardly see a well-kept one these 

days. What happened to those people’s kids or grands that it all seems untidy, even feral now?” 

As we deboard then part faking a smile, I think of translator Edi, a Kurd who has lived in London 

20 years, his sister near Stuttgart for almost as long—far-flung dots in the Kurdish diaspora. I 

remember his answer to my question, why England looks so tattered: “The people don’t have the 

money anymore to invest in fixing their places, as they are focused on feeding their faces.” 

My next host, James, awaits me at Cowford Station. As we stroll to cozy “Thorn Cottage”—built 

in 1855, the year my last English ancestors sailed for the New World—he reveals much. With his 
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dad a Yank raised in the Bronx of Polish parents and his mum a “council-flats” Scot, James has 

lived in America’s Deep South and Spain, but the longest—17 years—in Australia. Now, he frets: 

“When Pat and I came back to live, just before Brexit passed—51%, which is no mandate—we 

never dreamt… [his voice fades off]. The covert politics of this place is the predictable outcome 

of empire, of a culture of extraction of the masses by the few. Before, it was of faraway Asians 

and Africans, now it’s of those just beyond the City or Westminster. We’re living out the past.” 

“We look at history peering backward” James explains, “but if we imagine being omniscient and 

traveling back in time a century or two, then look forward to the consequences of how we lived 

then, with our serial conquests around the globe squared with the social hierarchy here needed 

to make that possible, what’s happening today would seem not only plausible, but predictable.” 

“For centuries, the few have herded the many, making decisions behind closed doors, then 

manipulating the masses to carry out those decisions on their threadbare backs. This is the land 

of Orwell” James warns. “We saw ‘1984’ as a pinpointed prophecy of his but the ‘moment’ he 

portrayed has become protracted social reality: Now, the past threatens to dictate our future.” 

“The systems that arose when we were a different people don’t work anymore, but we haven’t 

reformed or replaced them.” As James’ voice lowers and his speech slows, my thoughts drift to 

Tante Herta’s crammed cottage in Prussia. “The ‘sheep’ don’t know where to jump to next, and 

the few shepherds left can’t agree on a new direction—even as slaughter swiftly approaches.” 

I sit back in the sofa and look out James’ window, over a valley of cramped little rowhouses. 

Before I can break my reflective silence, he comes out of his to add “The shit we are wading 

through now is really the compost of past matters, not fully or properly broken down. The process 

is inevitable, only a question of time. What counts is, what we make out of the muck.” 

*  
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“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 

committed citizens can change the world. 

Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” 

— attributed to Margaret Mead 

 

Act Three: Like Lemmings to the Sea and Lambs to Slaughter 

 

It is now December 2019.  

Fate has a sense of humor: The boy who once marveled at his British-widow host’s not-so-latent 

dislike for “the killer Huns” now lives in Germany, where I teach history part-time at a university. 

I still spend part of each year in the Trump-plagued United States, but the basis and largest focus 

of my life remains in the land of half my ancestors: I’m at home here, though ever a half-foreigner. 

Unlike in the ‘80s, today I am  bilingual, bicultural and have applied for German citizenship. I smile 

sometimes, when I meditate on how ironic Life can be and history full of surprises, too: Since I 

left Ermysted’s in July 1982, I have returned to Britain several times, visiting friends as well as 

ghosts from my own improbable, life-changing sojourn in England—a place now fully altered. 

When I trekked to London the last week of October to witness the Big Divorce that got postponed, 

again, I pondered how a country I once knew could have changed so much since “my” day. And, 

I wondered how the people inhabiting it could have morphed so much from the ones I thought I 

knew. As with the third of my compatriots who adore a man I abhor, I am puzzled by those Brits 

who so rabidly loathe the very body that has brought peace and prosperity to postwar Europe. 

(But then, political, let alone personal antipathies—like humor—tend to be culturally specific, 

thus not literally translatable. When I attended Ermysted’s, I marveled that most Brits seemed to 

hold recently-inaugurated Ronald Reagan in mocking contempt yet admired “the Iron Lady” even 

as my compatriots’ sentiments held the two new figures on the world stage in reverse esteem.) 

Just as I do, in order to better understand fellow Americans who see the world so differently than 

I, I often look to the Germans’ national history for clues on how Group Think can blind, then do 

great harm to an entire people—like when a Trump is elected or a 51% “majority” on one election 

day so shifts a country’s very existence and foreseeable future. How can such disasters happen? 

As a social historian also trained in cultural anthropology, I try to dissect other peoples’ narratives 

about themselves: Go to a party in France and refer to their killing a quarter-million Algerians 

who fought for self-rule; you’ll be persona non grata faster than you can finish your Bordeaux. 

Or, cross the Turks by reminding them of their ancestors having slaughtered the Armenians… etc. 
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In my own country, it is often the lies we tell about ourselves—denying the fuller truth about 

slavery, Native genocide or the institutionalized exploitation of immigrants—that keep us smug 

and naïve. And, as in so many other lands, blinding narratives allow a unified people to commit 

great crimes or injustices—even to themselves. This has been a tragic German pitfall, repeatedly. 

Of course, while not the only examples, the two most glaring are the Nazi debacle and the muted 

crimes of Communist East Germany after World War II. The shadows of those two forays into 

madness linger today: They mar almost every aspect of daily life, for all of us who reside here. At 

the same time, they provide constant reminders of the dangers of blindly dashing over cliffs. 

Thanks to the likes of the History Channel and recurring Hollywood blockbusters, I need say little 

about the Third Reich, as its coarsest elements are well known. What baffles me more than how 

a previously “civilized” population could lapse into collective brutality, is how many Germans—

long after a Nazi defeat was clear to any critical thinker—remained stalwartly loyal even to death. 

As the Allies closed in on Hitler’s Berlin, fanatics at all levels—from the most cynical leaders down 

to school teachers and zookeepers—were ready to fight street-to-street, house-to-house for a 

regime that not only had devastated a once-developed country, but had no chance of surviving. 

“Patriots” shot mayors who tried to surrender cities rather than watch them become infernos. 

Fast forward some seven decades: Most of my neighbors, colleagues, friends, dates, etc. grew up 

in the “GDR.” Here, in the part of supposedly-reunited Germany with the highest percentage of 

anti-foreigner incidents and often ugliest utterances about migrants, the glaring absence of non-

Germans is instantly noticeable. Still, the far-right AfD5 won a quarter of the last election’s votes. 

More tangible, however, than political passions are private propensities: I see certain behaviors, 

again and again, that embody at least groupthink, if not what in Twelve-Step circles is called 

“stinkin’ thinkin’.” Without necessarily doing so out of bad character, individuals (so, “citizens”) 

can support a state’s harmful, even lethal policies or programs if they cow to greater pressures.6 

According to Professor Pedia, groupthink is: 

[…] a psychological phenomenon that occurs within a group of people in which the desire for harmony or 

conformity in the group results in an irrational or dysfunctional decision-making outcome. Cohesiveness, 

or the desire for cohesiveness, in a group that may produce a tendency among its members to agree at all 

costs. This causes the group to minimize conflict or reach a consensus decision without critical evaluation. 

“Want to overrun most of Europe, murder six-million Jews and violate virtually every tenet of civilization, 

anyone?” As preposterous as any part of that project might seem, that is exactly what the characteristic 

German reflex to conform for the sake of [at least visible] social harmony led some 80 million7 to swallow. 

(After all, what we tolerate, we condone.) The bestial crimes committed by Nazi Germany still damn an 

entire nation, yet Hitler did not drive a single train to Auschwitz: He cajoled others into doing so. 
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On 4 November 1989, a demonstration in East Berlin drew tens of thousands. When the SED First Secretary, Walter 

Ulbricht, attended a Bach celebration in Leipzig’s Kongresshalle in July 1950, the GDR was less than 10 months old. 

Moving on to that other great 20th-century German fiasco: The obedient, enabling East Germans tolerated 

living in a sick society—with more spies monitoring their neighbors’ every thought and action, per capital, 

than ever mobilized by even the most ambitious Nazi citizen-surveillance program. And, as they pretended 

to work and the state pretended to pay them, publicly das Volk parroted the nonsense sown by the Party’s 

propaganda ministry, even as privately most people saw and feared the mounting economic abyss. How? 

Groupthink requires individuals to avoid raising controversial issues or alternative solutions, and there is 

loss of individual creativity, uniqueness and independent thinking. The dysfunctional group dynamics of 

the “ingroup” produces an “illusion of invulnerability” (an inflated certainty that the right decision has 

been made). Thus the “ingroup” significantly overrates its own abilities in decision-making and 

significantly underrates the abilities of its opponents (the “outgroup”). Furthermore, groupthink can 

produce dehumanizing actions against the “outgroup”. 

Is that base dynamic what elected Trump—just months after it swayed some 51% of the British voters to 

damn the other 48% (by now, more than that?) to unending trauma and—if Brexit ever does take place—

loss on a grand scale? If so, who is pushing the Brexit mania—and why: What would that hidden elite gain? 

A more challenging yet more telling question would be, why do Brexit loyalists rabidly insist on clinging to 

a self-sabotaging, disastrous, unnecessary move endorsed at the polls by a simple but not pure majority 

of voters? That 2016 referendum reflected a popular pulse then coursing through British society: Why do 

so many Brits feel fettered to it? Are Brits today the same people they were then? A refrain often heard 

from Brexit proponents is that they want to be “free” yet remaining shackled to a dead-end “deal” 

approved based upon faulty or downright fraudulent rationale is anything but the sign of “free” people. 

True “freedom” would imply that a people, a nation bound together by shared language, history, culture 

and future could continue to evolve, over time, as new information and perspectives emerge. Why, then, 
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is a great nation still reportedly torn about its future? Why is the unraveling of a “United” Kingdom still 

an acceptable option? What will it take, for enough of the electorate to awaken before the whole barrels 

blindly over a cliff? Who has so lied to the British people, that so many seem herdable like so many sheep? 

 

* 
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Footnotes 

1 An icon of the of the times during my sojourn in England, CND stands for the “Campaign for Nuclear 
Disarmament,” founded in 1957. According to Professor Pedia at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campaign_for_Nuclear_Disarmament, accessed 6 December 2019, it “advocates 
unilateral nuclear disarmament by the United Kingdom, international nuclear disarmament and tighter 
international arms regulation through agreements such as the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

2 As rector Peter Toller’s will of 1492 confirms that he already had founded a school in his chantry of St Nicholas, 
the parish church, Ermysted’s marks that year as its founding date. Lawyer Sylvester († 1719) and his brother 
William Petyt bequeathed the school generously, with the former endowing it with £30,000—then a genuine 
fortune. The National Portrait Gallery painting is from 1710, an oil portrait on canvas by Richard van Bleeck. 
Thomas Wales’ photo shows the Main School as it appeared in March 2006. 

3 “HSBC” stands for the “Hongkong and Shanghai Bank Corporation,” founded by Scot Thomas Sutherland in 1865. 
It is not only Europe’s largest bank, but—depending on the year of the report and the source of the estimate—
the world’s sixth or seventh. The author found this page on HSBC’s website https://www.us.hsbc.com/financial-
wellness/coming-to-america/ of personal interest—accessed 4 November 2019. 

4 During my short sojourn in tense London town, a general sense of uncertainty and stress felt palpable. While 
most people with whom I spoke seemed helpless to know what to do, a few had been trying for some time to 
cope with the ever-fluid situation as it arose moment to moment—as seen in a video at 
https://www.facebook.com/scientistsforeu/videos/3111952288877302/, accessed 12 October 2019. 

5 The young protest party, the “Alternativ für Deutschland” [“Alternative for Germany”], was founded in April 2013; 
by February 2019, it claimed 35,000 members. According to Professor Pedia at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_for_Germany, accessed 6 December 2019, the AfD has been described 
“as a German nationalist, right-wing populist, and Eurosceptic party. Since about 2015, the AfD has been 
increasingly open to working with far-right extremist groups such as Pegida. Parts of the AfD have racist, 
Islamophobic, anti-Semitic, and xenophobic tendencies linked to far-right movements such as neo-Nazism and 
identitarianism.” Its current political platform can viewed, in English, at: https://www.afd.de/wp-
content/uploads/sites/111/2017/04/2017-04-12_afd-grundsatzprogramm-englisch_web.pdf  

6 For further information, refer to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink and https://psychcentral.com/lib/the-
top-10-types-of-stinkin-thinkin/10/, accessed 27 November 2019. 

7 This number, accessed 27 November 2019 at https://www.feldgrau.com/WW2-Germany-Statistics-and-Numbers, 
includes ethnic “Germans” living in annexed Austria, Memelland and the Sudetenland. 
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